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Abstract
The football industry has grown consistently in the last three decades and now is capable to generate revenues
for approximately 18.5 billions euros per year. Despite this growth, football teams failed to translate this
opportunity into profits and financial sustainability, thus incurring in substantial losses. For this reason the Union
of European Football Associations (UEFA) has issued a regulation to induce a change this behavior, reducing
debt, decreasing employees costs and reaching the break event point. However, if we use the regulatory
compliance management theory to analyse and predict the extent to which sports teams will comply with UEFA's
financial regulations, we find that there are several reasons to believe that such compliance will not be achieved.
Gathering data from Aida - Bureau van Dijk – we have investigated Italian teams compliance, comparing the
economic results achieved before and after the introduction of the Financial Fair Play regulation in a nine-year
period of observation. Result show that there are no significant differences in firms’ performance, thus our
hypothesis has been confirmed. Furthermore, we have investigated if any remarkable change has been produced
in terms of competition in the Italian major football league. Consistently with our hypothesis, results confirm
that an unwilling process of concentration, in terms of on the field results, is taking place.
Keywords: regulatory compliance management, UEFA financial fair play, Italian serie A
1. Introduction
According to the Club Licensing Benchmarking Report for the financial year 2016, the European football club
revenues are now six and a half times what they were in 1996 (Club Licensing Benchmarking Report, 2016). In
2016, revenues raised to 18,5 billions euro, with a yearly increase of 9,5%, following a 6% increase over the
previous year. These revenues are mainly depending on domestic broadcast (34%), sponsorships (24%), gate
receipts (15%), International broadcasting (10%) and commercial (9%), besides other residual sources of
revenues. Of course the importance of this industry for its stakeholders has risen with its revenues. If in the ‘80s
the football industry was mainly a concern for supporters, now it has become a significant business for investors,
media and sponsors (Kennedy, 2013, Storm and Nielsen, 2012). However, even if this seems to be an exciting
growth story, which in other industries may have been likely to generate wealth and profits, the football industry
didn’t work this way. If we look at clubs financial statements, we can easily state that clubs failed to convert this
opportunity into profits (Dimitropulos, Leventis and Dedoulis, 2016).
This circumstance has not been underestimated by the highest European football organization, the UEFA (Union
of European Football Associations) that, in 2010, approved the so called “financial fair play regulation” (FFPR)
that came into full force in 2013. The purposes of this regulation are to improve the economic and financial
capability of the clubs, increasing their transparency and credibility, to place the necessary importance on the
protection of creditors and to ensure that clubs settle their liabilities with players, social/tax authorities and other
clubs punctually, to introduce more discipline and rationality in club football finances, to encourage clubs to
operate on the basis of their own revenues, to encourage responsible spending for the long-term benefit of
football and to protect the long-term viability and sustainability of European football clubs (Uefa Club Licensing
and Financial Fair Play Regulation, 2012 and 2015).
In order to accomplish these objectives, UEFA has introduced some regulation guidelines, besides other
provisions, that specify the clubs’ expected behavior, mainly, in terms of costs, profits, debt and investments. In
terms of costs, the regulation states that the employees’ benefits cannot exceed the 70% of revenues. In terms of
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profits, the UEFA has introduced the so-called “break-even requirement” (B.E.R). According to this provision,
relevant revenues should not be exceeded by relevant costs. Briefly, relevant income and relevant costs are the
ones related to the core business of the club, excluding income taxation. However the regulation allows clubs to
have an acceptable deviation from the “relevant” zero-profit condition. This acceptable deviation has been
defined equal to 5 millions euro for each monitoring period, that consists of three financial reporting years (T;
T-1 and T-2). Moreover, this threshold can be branched and raised to 45 millions for the license seasons 2013-14
and 2014-15 and to 30 millions for the license seasons 2015/16, 2016/17 and 2017/18, if this deviations is
entirely covered by equity contributions. In terms of debt, the regulation states that the net debt doesn’t have to
exceed the 100% of total revenues. Finally the regulation is deeply focused on improving investment in
infrastructures, including the stadium and the training facilities, whose costs are excluded from the relevant
expenses to calculate the B.E.R. in a given monitoring period.
If a club fails to comply with the regulation, the UEFA’s Club Financial Control Body will decide the appropriate
sanction which can lead, in some cases, to the disqualification from the in progress international competition or
from future international competitions.
Given the importance of international competitions, not only in terms of direct revenues, but also in terms of
commercial opportunities, in its wider definition, it apparently seems unavoidable the necessity to comply with
the described regulation. However, if we deeply analyse the peculiarities of this industry in terms of ownership
and control, in terms of objectives, which are not always in line with profit orientation, and in terms of the
stakeholders’ power, we can recognize that the pressure to comply considerably decreases. Moreover the
pressure to comply is directly linked not only to firms’ characteristics, but also to the regulations ones and to the
way this to elements relate to each other. Therefore we recognize a possible way to deal with the FFPR that is the
application of the so-called theory of regulatory compliance management.
As we will theoretically demonstrate in the next section of the paper, there are reasons to believe that compliance
to the UEFA regulation will be not achieved. Moreover in the last section of the paper we will investigate the
degree of compliance through an empirical analysis conducted on the Italian Serie A.
Besides the introduction, the paper falls in to four sections. In the first section we will focus on the literature
review concerning the FFPR and the compliance management theory and we will formulate the hypothesis. The
second section will be dedicated to the methodology. In the third section we will display the empirical results of
the study. In the last section we will sum up the contribution of the paper, its limitations and suggest further
streams of research.
2. Literature Review and Research Hypotheses
Even if the sport industry, as explained in the previous section, has grown consistently in the last three decades,
there is still an important issue to deal with, which is the coexistence of two objectives, namely, the success on
the field and the success in the financial statement. But is this really something that we may concern? Is it really
an issue? European football clubs, as pointed out, among others, by Dimitropulos (2011) and Ogbonna and
Harris (2014), still have a management culture which consider the emotional logic of winning on the field as a
priority compared to the financial and economic result. This is mainly due to the concentration of equity stakes,
which leads to the almost absent separation between ownership and control. Even when a professional manager,
different from the majority owner, is in charge, the owner has a substantial interference in strategic choices and
this implies that the management ends up being in charge on paper only. Owners are often wealthy individuals
(Kennedy, 2013) who are interested in sport to fulfil different needs, other than direct profit maximization, such
as higher prestige or power. For example, as stated by Iaria (2012) speaking about Silvio Berlusconi, “It’s
almost impossible to untwine football from his political and business dealings”. Moreover, besides
non-economic (Maslow, 1954) but still rational objectives, there are furthermore economic motivations that can
lead to overinvestment and losses in sport businesses. What we, prima facie, can recognize as benefactors
owners or “sugar daddies”, besides direct beneficial results in terms of legitimacy or higher public citizenship, in
reality, can also have positive results in other business connected to the sport one, in terms, for example, of cost
of capital. Moreover, the winning orientation instead of profit orientation can also be explained through the
stakeholder theory.
Besides the owner personal orientation there is a substantial contribution to this behavior, which is given by a
primary stakeholder as supporters. Supporters, for a sport firm, are something different and definitely more
important and pre-eminent in the life of the company than common customers are for a company operating in
another industry. When a club obtains poor results on the field, supporters are used to demand for new and costly
players and they don’t care about the financial sustainability of these transactions (Solberg and Haugen, 2010).
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Someone may say that club can simply ignore this request, but this choice is not so simple, given the negative
effect it can have on the stadium attendance, to the revenues from the media, from the merchandizing and so on.
In addition, is not even rare that supporters react with animated and violent protests. For these reasons, the owner
of a professional football club may neglect the importance of financial sustainability and focus more directly on
the on field results (Michie and Oughton, 2005).
Therefore, a wide body of previous research demonstrate that football clubs behave as win oriented instead as
profit oriented (Kesenne, 1996; Vopel, 211; Storm, 2012) and this could be seen even through the methodical
overinvestment which has characterized professional clubs in recent years. Clubs are used to obtain poor
financial results and to fill this gap through substantial equity contributions. This circumstance has led the
previous literature to define the sport industry as a “rat race” or as a “zombie race”. As pointed out by Budzinski
(2014), this leads to the methodical market failure (Muller et al., 2012) because, in this industry, firms compete
for a fixed and indivisible reward (that is the first place in a competition), since only the winner (the fastest rat)
gets the compensation (the cheese). In other terms, is clear that all competitors are used to increase their equity
contribution without increasing their expected output (which is fixed). This will result in a lack of efficiency
(Akerlof 1976). The concept of zombie race (Frank, 2014) is even more appropriate for this industry, given that a
substantial part of the competing clubs is technically bankrupt, but continue to act like this wasn’t their
condition.
Given these characteristics of the industry and of its players, we now attempt to join it to the literature in terms
of managerial compliance to regulation. This stream of research investigates the problem of ensuring that an
enterprise is structured and behave in a way that is recognize to be in accordance to a given regulation and its
guidelines.
Regulatory Compliance Management deals with modelling, checking, enforcement and analysis of compliance
requirements extracted from regulations of diverse kind such as laws, contract, internal policies, etc (El Kharbili,
2012). Regulation guidelines, to which firms should comply, specifies the expected behavior and defines
tolerated and non-tolerated deviation from the defined archetype and the sanction in which a given subject may
incur if not complying. Recent research in the field has stated that when a firm has to comply with a given
regulation, one or more department of the firm, such as finance, administrative, information system, etc., may be
somehow involved in a change which mostly implies an investment (Perskow, 2003). Research trends in the field
of regulatory compliance mostly focus on different types of domains (healthcare, finance, etc.), types of
regulatory compliance (policy, contract or regulations) and solutions, typically detective type or preventive ones.
However there are some studies that have addressed the issue of motivation to comply or not to a given
regulation. In a study conducted by Amodu (2008) is shown a very clear literature review concerning
determinants of compliance and business motivation to comply. In summary, as stated by Kagan (1994), there
are a number of variables influencing the enforcement activity: legal design factors, such as stringency of
regulatory mission, legal power and specificity of legal standards and penalties, task environment factors, such
as visibility of violations, regulated entities’ willingness to comply or seriousness of risks to be prevented,
political environment factors, such as strength and aggressiveness of pro-regulation interests or preferences of
political authorities (influenced by recent catastrophes, economically urgent projects subject to regulation, etc.)
and leadership factors, such as reactive or strong-minded regulatory leaders and degree of staff professionalism.
Among other motivation in the decision to comply or not to comply, there are some that are definitely useful to
predict the orientation in the field of the sport industry.
Kagan and Scholz (1984) state that compliance is more likely when firms are able to pass on the costs of
compliance. For example when these costs can be transferred to a third party like costumers. Of course this is not
the case of the FFPR, since, contrariwise, compliance will result in firms financial constraint that will imply
them to be less likely to hire talented player and thus generate supporters disappointment and reduce their
willingness to pay more for tickets and for media subscriptions.
The perceived effect on reputation is another aspect that may influence the decision to comply. According to the
previous literature, it can be simplistic to assume that firms make calculation in order to decide whether to
comply or not on the basis of their profit maximization. Fisse and Braithwaite (1993), inquiring this aspect,
found that firms are more likely to comply when they think that their reputation will be otherwise affected in a
negative way. The same importance given to reputational factors was stated in other works, which highlighted
that this concern is even higher in larger firms (Gunningham, 2005). This condition, as well as the previous,
unquestionably cannot be found in professional teams when it comes to comply with the FFPR. First of all
because their primary concern, in terms of reputation, is related to the reputation perceived by their supporters
and, secondly, because, unless they are disqualified from an international competition, their reputation will not
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be affected. And we know that the disqualification of a team from the UEFA Champions League or Europe
League is definitely a remote event.
Another reason that may influence the decision to comply is closely related to the reputational one and it regards
the sanctions or penalty linked to the decision to not comply. Parker (2002) defined the concept of “fear factor”
when addressing this issue. The fear to be sanctioned can be a powerful trigger to comply. Is clear that also in
this case, teams are not that much motivated to comply since in the last 15 years we have seen only 53 cases of
disqualification from the UEFA competitions, which is a relatively small number if we consider that every year
about 150 teams take part in the UEFA competitions.
Co-operation and trust are other element to take in account. In this perspective, as stated by Kangan and Scholtz
(1984) and by Black (1976), firms are more likely to comply when they agree with the regulation and when there
is proximity (“relational distance”) with the regulatory body. Falling this concept in our industry, we can say that
is not rare to see teams contesting the UEFA decisions, particularly when it comes to the FFPR. In summer 2017,
for example, some teams questioned the capability of Paris Saint Germaine to fulfil the FFPR requirements after
hiring Nejmar Jr. from Barcelona for over 200 millions euro. However, at the moment this player is currently
taking part to the national and international competitions, without any concomitant verification by the UEFA.
The economic climate may have also an influence on the decision to comply (Atlas, 2007). In other words, the
more economically difficult is the environment, the more permissive will be the reaction to a limited compliance.
Also in this case, given the substantial losses experienced by European teams, we will predict a temporary
tolerance in terms of sanctions and, therefore, a lower compliance at least in the short term.
Another very important element in the compliance management theory is the convergence of interests between
the public and private interest. According to this principle, compliance will be more likely when there is a
convergence of interest. In our case we can see a convergence of interest but it seems to be the other way round.
In other words, both teams and the UEFA, for different reasons, my probably converge over a lower compliance
rather than strict compliance to maximize their utility function in the short term.
Moreover, according to literature, firm size and third party stakeholders are likely to influence the willingness
and the capability to comply. Small businesses encounter more difficulties to comply than their larger
counterparts. In addition, media, costumers (supporters) and social forces can shape the compliance attitude al
well (Hutter and Jones, 2006). In this industry we are typically dealing with large firms and with high
stakeholders pressure to not comply.
According to Genn (1993) other factors, which encourage compliance, are the ownership dispersion and the
workforce resistance or pressure. In our case, ownership and workforce orientation are both resistant to
compliance. The way in which ownership are motivated to compliance have been previously discussed and, of
course, motivations affecting the workforce are evident, since the first provision of the FFPR requires a reducing
their salaries.
Therefore, all these reasons concerning the regulatory compliance management lead us to formulate our
hypothesis in the following way: “Professional football teams are not complying with the main regulatory
requirements contained in the UEFA Financial Fair Play Regulation”.
3. Materials and Method
In order to determine the sample on which focus our analyses, we first proceeded to analyse the ranking of the
Italian Serie A in the last 10 years. The Serie A championship is composed of 20 teams each year, but clearly,
over the last 10 years, more than 20 teams have taken part to this competition. In particular, the teams that have
competed in the Italian Series A, in the last ten years, were 33. In order to assess the greater or lesser compliance
with the FFPR, it was decided to limit the analysis to those teams that have played most of the times in the major
Italian competition and who have achieved the best results on the field. For this reason, to each team and in each
season was given a score ranging from 1 to 20, depending on the position achieved in each season. In other
words, a score of 20 points has been given to the team that won the championship and only one point has been
given to the one that arrived last. The result of this allocation made it possible to order the teams according to the
results achieved in ten years of competition. Subsequently, all the teams that no longer compete in Serie A, or
who have not achieved significant sporting results in the last 10 years, have been removed from the sample. The
sample was therefore limited to the 15 teams of major importance, as shown in the following table (Table 1).
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Table 1. Saample definitioon

For all thee 15 teams beloonging to the ffinal sample, w
we gathered tenn years financiial statements ((profit and loss and
balance shheets) from thee AIDA (Borouugh Van Dijk)) database. Forr some of the tteams, Milan, Inter, Bologna
a and
Juventus, ddata were avaiilable for 20177 but not for 22007, while, foor all the otherrs, data were avvailable from 2007
to 2016. T
Therefore to ennsure the homoogeneity to thee analysis, we decided to invvestigate only tthe period betw
ween
2008 and 22016 that was available for tthe whole sampple.
Since the objective of thhe study was to verify to w
which extent thhe managemennt of the seriess A teams adju
usted
their businness to the prrovisions of thhe FFPR, it w
was necessary to focus on tthe variables that the regulation
examines ffor evaluate teeams compliannce. Generally speaking, the FFPR, since iits very first veersion, specifie
ed its
main conccerns, which caan be grouped into 4 main asspects:
1. Reduction of personneel costs
2. Self-finaancing
3. More raational econom
mic managemennt
4. Investm
ments in traininng facilities andd stadiums
5. Debt redduction
Therefore,, for each of thhe aforementiooned aspects, w
we defined apppropriate variaables to measuure the achievement
of the objeective, throughh comparing thhe performancees achieved inn the period beefore and after the introductio
on of
the new reegulation.
The variabbles used in thee study were thhe following:
1. Employyee costs / Revvenues = this variable is representative oof the impact oof personnel ccosts on sales. It is
quite clearr that, with the introduction oof the regulatioon, the UEFA w
would expect a reduction of this index.
2.1 Breakk Even Result = this variabble is the sum
m of the pre-taax income forr the last threee years which, as
mentionedd, should not generate a loss of more than 5 millions euroo, or 30-45 milllions respectivvely in the first two
years afterr the introductiion of the reguulation and theereafter, only iif this acceptabble deviation iis fully offset by
b an
increases iin capital. The UEFA would expect the com
mpliance of thiis requirementt.
2.2 Equityy contribution = this variablee is the expresssion of the self-financing cap
apacity of the cclubs. UEFA would
w
expect a loower capital inncreases in the period followiing the introduuction of the neew regulation.
3.1 Roa = Operating Inccome / Total Asset = this variiable is represeentative of thee profitability oof the assets. UEFA
U
would exppect this index to increase wiith the introducction of regulaation.
3.2 Ros = Operating Inncome / Revennues = this vaariable is reprresentative of the profitabiliity of sales. UEFA
U
would exppect this index to increase wiith the introducction of regulaation.
3.3 Standaard Deviation in
i % Change oof operating inncome = this vvariable, as haave been used in previous stu
udies
(Titman annd Wellels, 20014) was taken into accounnt as a proxy oof volatility. It would have been desirable for
UEFA thatt clubs have reeduced the volaatility of their income after thhe introductionn of the regulaation.
3.4 Other operating costts / Revenue = this variable is representatiive of the inciddence of otherr operating cossts on
club revennues. UEFA woould expect a rreduction of thhis variable.
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4. Tangiblee Assets / Totaal Assets = thiss variable was used to measuure investmentts in infrastruccture that have been
made by clubs. An increase in this indeex in recent yeears would havve been desirabble by the UEF
FA.
5.1 Debt / Revenues = this variable iis representatiive of the com
mpany's indebttedness in relaation to the siz
ze of
revenues. A reduction of
o this variablle, since the iintroduction oof the regulatiion, would haave been necessary
according to the UEFA prescription.
p
5.2 Equityy / Total Asseets = this indeex expresses tthe capitalizattion of the coompany and thherefore its ca
apital
structure. IIn the intent of
o the regulatioon, this index should have inncreased and, more particulaarly, it should have
increased ddue to self-finaancing rather tthan as a resultt of equity conntribution.
After veriffying, throughh a descriptivee statistics, thee trend of the aforementioneed variables, w
we will proceed to
verify the statistical signnificance of thee difference inn the results acchieved, througgh a T-test on tthe average va
alues
reported inn the period before and affter the introdduction of thee new regulattion. In addition, given tha
at the
reduction in dependencee on external ssources of capital had the inntent to reducee the financial patronage that had
influencedd the results of the years prreceding the inntroduction off the regulatioon, the Gini cooncentration in
ndex,
calculated on the points scored by the Serie A teamss, was analysedd to check whhether, in the peeriod following the
introductioon of the regullation, there haave been greater or lesser competitive pariity. Data have bbeen analysed with
SPSS.17.
4. Results and Discussion
In this secction of the work
w
we will first examine the descriptivve statistics foor the variablees described in
n the
previous ssection for the clubs includedd in the samplle for the periood 2008-2016. Subsequentlyy we will reporrt the
results of tthe T-tests com
mparing perform
mances in the period before and after the iintroduction off the regulation
n and,
in the end,, we will show
w the result of tthe comparisonn relative to thhe Gini concenntration index in the period under
u
analysis.
UEFA's firrst element off concern, in tthe developmeent of regulatoory discipline, was to limit iinflation. It is well
known thaat the income statement
s
and tthe structure oof the club business largely ddepends on perrsonnel costs, since
the remuneeration of the athletes has allways been connsidered the prrimary source of competitivee advantage fo
or the
teams, thuus they are usedd to largely invvest in this assets.
As can be seen from the next graph (Figure 1), which shows the avverage of the rratio between ppersonnel costs and
sales in thhe period underr investigationn, there has beeen a clear reduuction of this incidence sincce 2012. The index
i
has changeed from an aveerage value off 65% in 2011 to 58% in 20116. Note that thhe provisions oof the financia
al fair
play would require this index to be lless than 70%. Therefore, oon average, thee clubs seem to have contra
acted
considerabbly the most im
mportant cost iitem of their buudgets. Althouugh in the last three years thee trend seems to be
increasing again. In 2016 the only cluubs that reporteed a value supperior to 70% were Lazio, M
Milan and Bolo
ogna,
while in 22011 there were 7 clubs excceeding this thhreshold. How
wever, the aveerage mean off the sample didn’t
d
exceed thee 70% limit in the overall perriod of investiggation.

F
Figure 1. Empployee Costs/Sales ratio
The follow
wing graph (Fiigure 2) showss the performaance of the Breeak Even Resuult, the sum off the pre-tax re
esults
achieved bby the clubs in the three yearrs preceding thhe monitoring pperiod (T, T-1 and T-2). It caan be noted tha
at the
performannce of this indeex shows a noticeable improovement from the 2013-20144 monitoring pperiod compared to
the previouus periods. Thhe losses of thee 15 teams have settled on a vvalue close to 600 million euuros per year in
n last
three moniitoring periodss, an average oof about 44 milllion euros perr team. This is a result close to what is required
by the new
w regulation annd significantlly improved w
with respect to tthe monitoringg period 2012 and 2013. Mo
ore in
detail, the teams that in 2016 showed a value lower to a loss of 5 million euro requested by U
UEFA were 7, while
w
8 clubs losst less than 30 million (Rome, Genoa, Fiorrentina, Inter, B
Bologna and M
Milan have instead lost more than
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45 millionn in three yearrs). The worst result achieveed in terms off Break Even A
Analysis was found in 2011
1 and
2014 wherre only 4 team
ms were adequaate to the menntioned parameeters. From the analysis carrried out it eme
erged
that only N
Napoli and Caggliari have nevver achieved a three years cuumulated loss ssuperior than 5 million euros and
that only L
Lazio, Chievo and Atalanta hhave respectedd for all the years of analysiss at least the accceptable deviation
of 45 milliion euros of loosses in the threee years.

F
Figure 2. Aggreegate Break Evven Result
The intentt of the regulaation was, am
mong others, to reduce the owners’ contrributions. For this reason itt was
consideredd appropriate to
t investigate tthe trend of caapital increase, not due to seelf-financing, oof teams in the
e last
ten years. The analysis shows
s
that, exxcluding the yeears 2012 and 2013, when tthe maximum at the minimu
um of
the equity contribution was respectiveely found, thee trend was crrescent in the last three yearrs compared to the
previous thhree-year periiod 2008-20100 (Figure 3). L
Lazio, Udinesee, Cagliari andd Napoli are tthe only teamss that
have neverr provided cappital contributiions during thee observation pperiod. Inter aand Milan, on the other hand
d, are
those that have achievedd the greatest iincrease in equuity through external sourcees (about 1,1 bbillions euros in ten
years).

Figure 3. E
Equity contribuution
The follow
wing graph (F
Figure 4) shoows the trendd in profitabillity. The trendd, although w
with very diffferent
oscillationns, appears to be
b cyclical in thhe ten years off the survey. S
Since the entry into force of tthe new regula
ations,
there has bbeen a declinee in profitabiliity, which hass only recoverred in the last year of analyysis. Also for these
indicators,, Napoli, Lazioo, Chievo and Cagliari achievved the best peerformances.
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F
Figure 4. Returrn on Asset andd on Sales
Volatility, that we measuured with the sstandard deviaation of the peercentage channge in operatinng income, afte
er the
peak reachhed in 2014, has
h settled on m
more moderatee values in thee last two yearrs and close too those recorded in
2012 and 22013 (Figure 5).
5

F
Figure
5. Standdard deviation of the % channge in operatinng income
Also with reference to the
t performancce concerning the other operating costs, itt is noted that firms perform
med a
decreased in 2013 and thhen the value increased againn in the follow
wing years. Yeaar 2016 also reepresents a retu
urn to
more accepptable values for
f this variablle (Figure 6).

F
Figure 6. Otheer operating coosts/Sales
With referrence to the innvestments in tangible assets, it has been noted that, coompared to thee three-year period
2008-09, tthe company has
h settled on hhigher values. H
However, in ann absolute sense, the index ccontinues to present
a totally m
marginal value compared to intangible assets, among whhich are typicaally accountedd for the multi-year
rights on tthe athletes' spporting perform
mance, as welll as on the valuue level. The rratio between tangible assetss and
total assetts is on averagge 6% and haas not substanttially increaseed in recent yeears. Excludinng Juventus (2
28%),
Lazio (17%
%) and Cagliarri (16%), the aaverage of the oother teams fell to 2.1% (Figgure 7).
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F
Figure 7. Tangible Assets / Tootal Assets
From the ppoint of view of
o debt sustainnability and cappital structure,, we have anallysed the ratio between debts and
total revennues and the ratio
r
between equity and total liabilities. With referencce to the first index, the trend is
clearly deccreasing in thee period follow
wing the introoduction of thee regulation. C
Clubs are, slow
wly but consta
antly,
reducing ddebt in relationn to revenues. T
This circumstaance makes it ppossible to staate that a certaiin positive effe
ect of
the regulattion has occurrred. Howeverr, substantiallyy different perrformances rem
main within thhe sample. If clubs
c
such as Fiiorentina, Napoli, Torino, A
Atalanta and Saampdoria havee achieved a vvalue lower thaan 100%, therre are
clubs that continue to have
h
a ratio beetween debts and revenues of higher thann 200%, is the case of Udinese,
Lazio and Milan (Figuree 8).

Figure 8.. Debt / Revennues
As alreaddy mentioned,, the regulatiion reduced the possibilitty of overcom
ming operatinng losses thrrough
indiscriminnate equity inncreases, placcing an accepptable deviatioon of 45 milllion for the ffirst two yearrs of
applicationn and 30 millioon for the subssequent monitoring period. T
The combinedd effect of the rreduction in ca
apital
increases and the demaand to reduce payables and personnel cossts should havve led compannies to an increase
self-financcing. The trendd of the ratio bbetween equityy and total asseets is however clearly fallingg in the observation
period andd now averaginng around 16%
%. Moreover, some differennces within thee sample appear to be evident. If
Fiorentinaa, Naples, Lazzio, Inter, Caggliari and Torino have shoown an equitty ratio superior to 30%, some
companiess such as Rome, Milan, Genooa and Chievoo prove to be hheavily under-ccapitalized. Foor Rome, Milan
n and
Genoa the index is even close to 1% (F
Figure 9).

Equity / Total A
Assets
Figure 9. E
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The trend of the averagee values shownn in the graphss does not clariify whether coompanies’ perfformances has been
shown to ddiffer significaantly in the tw
wo periods of iinvestigation (tthe previous aand the one aftter the introduction
of the reggulation). Table 1 shows thee results of thhe T-test throuugh which wee compared peerformances means
m
reported inn the previous and followingg period.
Table 1. M
Mean differencee T-test

Results show that there has
h been an im
mprovement inn B.E.R., whichh led to lower losses of arouund 8 million euros.
e
The same can be said with referencce to the redduction in payyables debt too revenues (-99.3%). Operattional
profitabilitty, measured by
b ROS and RO
OA, was slighttly lower, respectively -0.06%
% for ROS andd -1.89% for ROA.
R
On the othher hand, capittalization increeased by 3.29 ppercentage poiints. The averaage equity contribution decre
eased
for about 8850.000 euross and volatilityy also increaseed. No significcant differencees were found in the incidence of
the salariees and other opperating costs on revenues. The ratio betw
ween tangible assets and tottal assets was even
slightly deecreased. Nonne of the diffeerences betweeen the variabbles observed in the precedding and following
periods is 99% significaant at the T-teest. The only oone that can bbe evaluated inn this sense iss the ratio betw
ween
tangible asssets and total assets that is nnegative, in cleear contrast wiith the requirem
ments of the reegulation.
The reducction of the eqquity contribuutions by the oowners shouldd have had thhe effect of guuaranteeing grreater
competitivve equality bettween teams, limiting the abbility of the equuity holders too make up for their finances with
the operatiional losses resulting from thhe attempts to achieve betterr sports resultss. In order to eevaluate this asspect,
the Lorenzz curves were constructed ffor the variouss years object of observationn. As the distaance of the Lo
orenz
curve from
m the line of coompetitive equuality increasees, a higher com
mpetitive dispparity would em
merge, vice ve
ersa a
reduction oof the area bettween the Loreenz curve and the oner of coompetitive pariity would be ffound in the ca
ase of
greater com
mpetitive parity. It is evidennt that the curvves are not subbstantially diffferent in the tw
wo survey perriods.
The curves that have beeen traced from
m 2012-13 to 22015-16 are veery similar to tthe previous onnes; indeed the
ere is
a slight inccrease in comppetitive dispariity (Figure 10)).

Figure 110. Lorenz Currve
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Moreover,, dividing by 0.5
0 the value of the area beloow the Lorenz curve, we havve reached the Gini concentrration
index. Thiis index summ
marizes the leveel of competitiive parity in thhe championshhip. As the Ginni index grows, we
would be iin a position of
o lesser competitive equalityy, while, in caase of a decreaase, we would find a conditio
on of
greater com
mpetitive equaality.
The follow
wing graph shoows the trend oof the index in the observatioon period. In fa
fact, what is seeen graphically with
the Lorenzz curves is connfirmed. The coompetition in tthe Serie A chaampionship, frrom 2013 onw
wards, shows a clear
countertrennd compared to
t the previouss period. The ccompetitive parrity is in fact ssignificantly w
worse (Figure 11).

Figuree 11. Gini indexx
4. Conclussion
Fair play is undoubtedlly a crucial vvalue in everyy sport. This tterm, in its ussual meaning, implies a wa
ay of
competingg that is non-ddiscriminatory and thereforee based on thee concept of eqquivalent oppoortunity (Lenk
k and
Gunter, 19989). In other words each participant shouuld be treated in the same w
way and, in thhe long run, sh
hould
have the ssame opportunnity to succeeed in a given competition. W
When it comees to the FFPR
R, we should then
assume thaat all teams shhould be treated in the same way and that, in the long ruun, each clubs can reach the same
economic result, which may lead to aan analogue chhance to win on the field. T
This not only cannot be rea
ached
because off some substanntial characteriistics of the inndustry, but alsso is even veryy difficult to bee achieved bec
cause
of the unw
willingness of the
t main stakehholders. The ppaper has demoonstrate througgh a descriptivee ant T-test sta
atistic
that the coompliance to thhe UEFA’s reggulation is far tto be accompliished at least bby Italian team
ms. The explanation
given by this article too the unsuccesssful compliannce has been found in the field of reguulatory compliiance
managemeent, providing theoretical mootivation that definitely seem
ms to be realisstic and plausiible. It is clearr that
the paper can be taken as a starting ppoint to futuree research in sseveral ways. First of all we can focus on
n the
teams thatt have more probabilities
p
too enter the UE
EFA’s compettition, instead to all teams, to see if there are
substantiall differences inn results. Som
meone may say that teams thaat are more likkely to particippate to internattional
competitioon can be seen as a more apppropriate sampple to test the hhypotheses, wee do not believve this way sin
nce in
the last tw
wo seasons teams
t
such ass Atalanta orr Sassuolo quualified for thhe Europe Leeague competition.
Furthermoore we can exteend the study tto other countrries in order to address the saame problem inn other leagues.
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